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Abstract. The ‘conveyor belt’ circulation of the Atlan-
tic Ocean transports large amounts of heat northward,
acting as a heating system for the northern North At-
lantic region. It is widely thought that this circulation is
driven by atmospheric freshwater export from the At-
lantic catchment region, and that it transports fresh-
water northward to balance the loss to the atmosphere.
Using results from a simple conceptual model and a
global circulation model, it is argued here that the
freshwater loss to the atmosphere arises mainly in the
subtropical South Atlantic and is balanced by north-
ward freshwater transport in the wind-driven subtropi-
cal gyre, while the thermohaline circulation transports
freshwater southward. It is further argued that the di-
rection of freshwater transport is closely linked to the
dynamical regime and stability of the ‘conveyor belt’: if
its freshwater transport is indeed southward, then its
flow is purely thermally driven and inhibited by the
freshwater forcing. In this case the circulation is not far
from Stommel’s saddle-node bifurcation, and a circula-
tion state without NADW formation would also be sta-
ble.

1 Introduction

The Atlantic is the only ocean which produces deep
water in the Northern Hemisphere. North Atlantic
Deep Water (NADW) is formed by convection in the
Norwegian and Labrador Seas, and moves south at a
depth of 2–3 km until it joins the Antarctic Circumpo-
lar Current (Warren 1981). Compensating the south-
ward flow is a warmer, shallower northward flow. This
overturning circulation, with a volume transport of
about 17 Sv (Roemmich and Wunsch 1985; 1 Sver-
drupp106 m3/s), leads to the ‘anomalous’ heat trans-
port of the Atlantic: unlike the Pacific and Indian

oceans, which move heat from the tropics to the high-
latitudes of both hemispheres, the Atlantic transports
heat northward at all latitudes, even south of the equa-
tor. As a consequence, the northern North Atlantic is
about 4 7C warmer than comparable latitudes in the
Pacific (Levitus 1982). The NADW circulation thus has
a strong effect on regional climate, and mounting pal-
aeoclimatic evidence links past temperature shifts to
changes in NADW flow (Broecker et al. 1985; Boyle
and Keigwin 1987; Keigwin et al. 1994; Sarnthein et al.
1994).

The formation of NADW and the associated deep
overturning cell (see Fig. 9) are part of the global ther-
mohaline circulation, which is driven by density differ-
ences. These density differences are ultimately gener-
ated by heat and freshwater fluxes at the ocean sur-
face. The purpose of this study is to clarify the role of
freshwater fluxes in forcing the flow of NADW, since
different views about this role prevail in the oceano-
graphic literature: on one hand freshwater forcing is
seen to drive NADW flow, on the other hand it is seen
to brake the flow.

The atmospheric freshwater transport from low- to
high-latitudes in the Atlantic, and the corresponding
net precipitation in the formation region of NADW,
are usually seen as braking the flow of the ‘conveyor
belt’. This idea is very clearly demonstrated in Stom-
mel’s (1961) classical box model. In this conceptual
model of thermohaline flow, one box represents low-
latitudes, the second box high-latitudes, and the over-
turning flow is proportional to the density difference
between the boxes. With atmospheric vapour transport
from low- to high-latitudes, this model has two stable
equilibria: a thermally driven flow with deep water
forming in the cold high-latitudes, and a haline driven
flow with deep water forming in the saline tropics. The
thermally driven circulation is inhibited by freshwater
forcing, and for increasing vapour transport the ther-
mal solution branch ends in a saddle-node bifurcation.
Although this model considers only a thermohaline
overturning cell within one hemisphere, it has been
widely accepted as representing the basic mechanism
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governing NADW formation (e.g. Weaver and Hughes
1992; Marotzke 1994). It is generally used to explain
the occurrence of two distinct equilibria, with and
without NADW formation, in general circulation mod-
els (e.g., Bryan 1986).

On the other hand, a number of authors have attri-
buted NADW formation to the high evaporation rate
in the Atlantic (e.g. Weyl 1968; Reid 1979; Warren
1983; Broecker and Denton 1989; Schmitt et al. 1989;
Broecker et al. 1990b; Broecker 1991; Zaucker and
Broecker 1992); in particular the papers (co-)authored
by W. Broecker discuss this idea in detail. In this con-
cept the NADW flow is driven by atmospheric fresh-
water transport, though here this is not the transport
from low- to high-latitudes, but rather the net trans-
port out of the Atlantic catchment area north of about
30 7S (where the Atlantic is bounded by continents on
both east and west), estimated to be about 0.35 Sv
(Broecker et al. 1990b; Zaucker and Broecker 1992).

There appears to be a ‘weak’ and a ‘strong’ form of
this idea. The weak form simply states that due to the
atmospheric vapour export from the Atlantic, the At-
lantic is saltier and the NADW circulation is stronger
than it would be in the absence of this vapour export.
This is obviously true; the salinity-enhancing effect of
Atlantic vapour export is seen simply as competing
with the freshening due to the low-to-high latitude va-
pour transport, with no judgment as to what the overall
effect of the two competing fluxes is.

The strong form of the concept goes further
(Broecker 1991; Zaucker and Broecker 1992): it pro-
poses that the overall effect of the freshwater forcing
felt by the ‘conveyor belt’ in the Atlantic is a net fresh-
water loss (i.e. salinity enhancement) along its route;
that this freshwater loss (taken to be equal to the at-
mospheric vapour export from the Atlantic catchment
mentioned above) is what ultimately drives the ‘con-
veyor belt’; and that the volume transport of NADW is
directly proportional to this freshwater loss. This is a
picture that clearly differs from Stommel’s (1961) ther-
mally driven flow; e.g. the flow would not undergo
Stommel’s saddle-node bifurcation for increased fresh-
water input if it is proportional to the freshwater forc-
ing. Note that a salinity enhancement along the con-
veyor’s route implies that the southward NADW out-
flow at 30 7S is saltier than the northward, upper
branch, so that there is a northward freshwater trans-
port by the ‘conveyor belt’ across this latitude. This
northward freshwater transport balances the evapora-
tive freshwater loss from the basin in Broecker’s con-
cept. If the ‘conveyor belt’ were slowed down for some
time, the northward freshwater transport would be re-
duced and the salinity would rise in the Atlantic, even-
tually causing the NADW flow to increase again and
thus allowing a ‘salt oscillation’ which was suggested as
an explanation for glacial climate cycles by Broecker et
al. (1990a) and Birchfield and Broecker (1990).

Stommel (1980) and Piola and Gordon (1986) have
attempted to balance the observed vapour loss north of
30 7S in the Atlantic by a vertical overturning circula-
tion consisting of a northward flow of thermocline and

Fig. 1. A simple 4-box model of cross-hemispheric thermohaline
flow. North Atlantic Deep Water forms in box 2; its outflow to-
wards box 1 is controlled by the density difference between boxes
2 and 1. Salinities in the boxes are determined by the flow and
the surface freshwater fluxes entering boxes 1, 2 and 3. Only two
of these three fluxes are independent, since their sum must van-
ish in a steady state. Therefore the surface freshwater fluxes are
portrayed as two atmospheric vapour transports F1 and F2, whose
significance is discussed in the text

intermediate waters and a southward flow of deep wa-
ter. Their calculations revealed that such a balance is
not possible with realistic rates of NADW flow, lead-
ing Stommel to conclude that “something is wrong”.

The aim of this study is to examine the respective
roles of the atmospheric freshwater transport from
low- to high-latitudes and the vapour export from the
Atlantic catchment in forcing the NADW circulation,
and to find out what is wrong with the budget calcula-
tion originally considered by Stommel (1980). I will ar-
gue that the low-to-high-latitude vapour transport
within the North Atlantic has little effect on the equili-
brium volume transport of NADW (in contrast to
Stommel’s 1961 box model), it being controlled instead
by the ‘active’ freshwater forcing (i.e. the net salinity
change) that the conveyor belt experiences en route
through the Atlantic. This ‘active’ freshwater forcing is
not easily related to the net surface freshwater flux of
the Atlantic catchment, as freshwater added further
south is less effective than freshwater added further
north, and the wind-driven circulation plays a major
role in the freshwater budget. In fact, it is argued that
the ‘active’ freshwater forcing of the conveyor belt is a
net freshening, not a net evaporation as in Broecker’s
concept. Consequently, freshwater transport by the
conveyor belt is southward, and it is purely thermally
driven. This has implications for the stability of the
conveyor belt in past and future climatic changes, as
we will discuss in detail below.

2 Conceptual model of the Atlantic conveyor belt

In this section, a conceptual model of the thermohaline
circulation is introduced which extends Stommel’s box
model to cross-hemispheric flow, making it directly ap-
plicable to NADW formation (Fig. 1). This is similar to
the models discussed by Rooth (1982) and Marotzke
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(1990). Thual and McWilliams (1992) have analyzed
the bifurcation behaviour of a hierarchy of box models.
In their terminology, the present model is a 1-2-1 box
model. However, a crucial difference of the present
model from the ones discussed by Marotzke (1980) and
Thual and McWilliams (1992) is that we allow no verti-
cal flow between boxes 3 and 4 (i.e. across the tropical
thermocline), so that the NADW circulation is mod-
elled as a closed loop driven by density gradients be-
tween its northern and southern ends, rather than con-
sisting of two hemispheric overturning loops, driven in-
dependently by gradients within each hemisphere. The
reason for this is that in the GCM, NADW circulation
appears as just such a continuous, cross-equatorial flow
system (in spite of some local upwelling near 40 7N, the
cause of which is discussed in Böning et al. 1995). The
concepts of evaporation-driven and freshwater-inhi-
bited flow might be reconciled if the first applies to a
Southern Hemisphere overturning cell and the second
to a Northern Hemisphere overturning cell, which
combine to a NADW flow according to the “superposi-
tion principle” of Thual and McWilliams (1992). For a
continuous conveyor belt loop through the Atlantic,
however, only one of the two can be true: it is either
driven by evaporation or inhibited by freshwater in-
put.

In our box model, surface temperatures can be
forced by a restoring condition or, neglecting the feed-
back effect of the flow on temperature (Rahmstorf and
Willebrand 1995), simply prescribed. Salinity forcing
consists of fixed atmospheric vapour transports be-
tween the upper boxes, converted to an equivalent salt
transport by multiplication with PS0, a fixed reference
salinity. This means that for the box model (and like-
wise for the GCM experiments discussed later), we
only consider the effect of freshwater forcing on salini-
ty, neglecting its effect on the mass balance. This ap-
proach is legitimate for our purpose; it makes fresh-
water transport equivalent to salt transport in the op-
posite direction. Using a fixed reference salinity of
35 psu in the conversion, rather than actual salinity, in-
troduces only a negligible error. Note that the fresh-
water transport defined in this way does not include
the throughflow from the Bering Strait. Model experi-
ments of Reason and Power (1994) have shown that
the Bering Strait flow passes through the Atlantic with
little effect on salinity or deep water formation.

The flow in our box model is proportional to the
density difference between the northern and southern
ends of the overturning cell. The northern end is the
NADW formation region, the southern end may be
considered as the region south of the Cape of Good
Hope, where NADW leaves the confinement between
continental barriers and is blended into the circumpo-
lar current. This is where the applicability of the box
model ends. For the basic argument it is not important
whether NADW rises there to close the loop, or
whether it follows a more complex route governed by
dynamics outside the scope of the model. We will con-
sider equilibrium conditions; then box 4 plays no role
(S4pS2) and the steady state equations are

m(S2PS1)pPS0 F1 (1)

m(S3PS2)pS0 F2 (2)

mpk(r2Pr1)pk[b(S2PS1)Pa(T2PT1)] (3)

where Ti, Si are temperature and salinity of box i, and
k is a constant linking volume transport m to density
difference. For simplicity the equation of state has
been linearized; its non-linearity is not relevant to the
argument presented here.

The volume transport is determined by combining
Eqs. 1 and 3, resulting in a quadratic equation

m2cka(T2PT1) mckbS0 F1p0 (4)

yielding m as function of thermal and freshwater forc-
ing:

mpP
1
2

ka (T2PT1)B"1
4

[ka (T2PT1)]2PkbS0 F1 (5)

As in Stommel’s original model, only solutions with
the positive root are stable equilibria.

It is instructive to consider the roles of the atmos-
pheric vapour transports F1 and F2. F1 represents the
vapour transport into the “catchment area” of NADW
(which for the flow direction indicated consists of the
combined surface areas of boxes 2 and 3), while F2 rep-
resents a vapour transport within the Atlantic catch-
ment from low to high latitudes. Equation 5 shows that
the equilibrium NADW flow depends only on the va-
pour transport F1 into the Atlantic catchment, not on
the distribution within that catchment. This is an ideal-
ization of the box model, arising from the fact that all
the freshwater added to box 3 will be transported into
box 2 by the oceanic flow. In reality, part of the fresh-
water added to (or removed from) the tropical Atlantic
would be transported south by the wind-driven flow,
not affecting salinity in the northern high-latitudes.
Freshwater added to the northern high-latitudes would
therefore be more effective in influencing the NADW
formation rate than freshwater added further south;
this can be seen in the GCM experiments discussed lat-
er. The effect of the wind-driven flow could be simu-
lated in the box model by adding diffusion between the
boxes. The ‘active’ portion of the freshwater flux (i.e.
that part which forces NADW flow and appears in Eq.
5) would then be F1 minus the diffusive flux. For the
sake of simplicity, we do not consider the diffusive flux
explicitly in the box model, we simply define F1 as the
‘active’ flux only. Note that this ‘active’ flux, which de-
termines NADW formation rate, may have the oppo-
site sign of the total surface flux into the ocean basin if
the wind-driven freshwater transport more than can-
cels the surface flux; this is indeed the case in the GCM
experiments.

The vapour flux from the low to the high latitudes
of the Atlantic (here called F2), which is the control
parameter of Stommel’s (1961) hemispheric box mod-
el, plays only a minor role in the cross-equatorial flow.
In equilibrium, F2 merely determines the meridional
gradient (S3PS2). An increase in F2 makes the tropical
ocean more saline and, since the mean salinity of the
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Fig. 2. The three flow regimes (solid) of the box model. The
dashed line is an unconditionally unstable solution. S is the sad-
dle-node bifurcation point

box system must remain constant, reduces salinity ev-
erywhere else by an equal amount, considering that the
gradient (S2PS1) is independent of F2. Atmospheric
transport within the basin (as modelled by F2) will lead
to a latitude dependent oceanic freshwater transport. It
is thus possible that the issue of whether the freshwater
transport of the thermohaline flow is northward or
southward could depend on latitude, though the GCM
experiments suggest that this is not the case. In any
case, it is the freshwater transport at the southern end
of the basin (at 30 7S) which is relevant for the stability
of the circulation; it shows whether the thermohaline
flow has received a net freshwater input or loss along
its route through the Atlantic. The freshwater trans-
port at 30 7S balances the active flux F1, which in turn
controls the NADW flow rate.

In addition to making the oceanic equilibrium fresh-
water transport latitude-dependent, the flux F2 affects
the transient model response. A rapid increase of F2

dilutes the water in box 2, leading to a temporary re-
duction in NADW volume transport. With an advec-
tive time scale of centuries the model responds by ad-
justing the salinities in the boxes until the original vol-
ume transport is restored; the equilibrium transport
being independent of F2. In extreme cases (e.g. a mas-
sive meltwater influx), however, a transition to a new
equilibrium with inverse flow may be triggered.

Having discussed the role of the freshwater forcing,
we can now classify deep water flow (with m`0) in
three dynamical regimes (see Fig. 2). If T2~T1 and
F1~0, salt and temperature gradients work together to
drive the flow. Purely haline driven flow occurs for
T2`T1 and F1~0; Eq. 5 shows that in this case the
flow is zero for F1p0 and increases monotonically for
increasing freshwater loss. Note that here haline driven
flow has a different physical interpretation from in
Stommel’s hemispheric box model: it is not a flow with
deep water formation in the tropics, but simply a flow
driven by a salinity gradient between the northern
high-latitude sinking region and the Atlantic outflow at
30 7S. The most interesting regime is the purely ther-
mally driven flow with T2~T1 and F1`0, where fresh-
water forcing brakes the overturning. This solution

branch ends in a saddle-node bifurcation (point S in
Figs. 2 and 7) at a critical freshwater input of
F1

critpka2(T2PT1)2/4bS0 and a volume transport of
mcritpka(T1PT2)/2. Note that the volume transport
at the bifurcation is half the volume transport for zero
freshwater forcing. This result holds exactly only for
prescribed temperatures, but is still valid to a very
good degree of accuracy if temperatures are allowed to
vary in response to oceanic heat flux changes (see ap-
pendix). In contrast to the other two regimes, the over-
turning circulation now transports freshwater away
from the NADW formation region. This is the situa-
tion found in the general circulation model experi-
ments described later.

We have so far restricted the discussion to solutions
with positive flow (i.e. the flow direction indicated on
Fig. 1); the same solution structure exists, of course,
also for reverse flow, but then F2 becomes the control
parameter instead of F1. This allows two equilibria
with pole-to-pole flow in either direction for a com-
pletely symmetrical box model (i.e. T1pT2 and
F1pPF2); such a symmetrical model with 3 boxes was
presented by Rooth (1982). Both solutions are in this
case purely haline driven; the pole-to-pole temperature
gradient either vanishes (for fixed T1pT2) or inhibits
the flow (if temperatures adjust in response to the
oceanic heat transport towards the sinking region).
The thermal flow branch, which is of prime interest for
this study, is only possible for asymmetric forcing, i.e. it
depends on the sinking region being colder than the
region at 30 7S. Our model thus differs conceptually
from the model of Rooth; it explicitly considers the
north-south asymmetry which arises from the enclo-
sure of the Atlantic by continents north of 30 7S. The
arguments presented in this work suggest that this geo-
graphical north-south asymmetry is crucial for driving
the Atlantic loop of the conveyor belt.

3 Global circulation model experiments

To test the ideas arising from the conceptual model, a
series of experiments with a global ocean circulation
model (Pacanowski et al. 1991) coupled to a simple en-
ergy balance atmosphere was performed. The model
has a realistic topography with 3.757!4.57 resolution
and 12 vertical levels; configuration and spinup proce-
dure have been described in detail elsewhere (Rahm-
storf 1995b). The experiments started from a steady
equilibrium state corresponding to the present-day cir-
culation, driven by observed winds (Hellerman and
Rosenstein 1983) and a prescribed freshwater flux field
derived from a spinup integration (Rahmstorf 1995b).
A simple, radiative-diffusive atmospheric energy bal-
ance was used to allow for the feedback effect of
oceanic heat transport on surface temperature (Rahm-
storf and Willebrand 1995). The stream function for
this equilibrium state is shown in Fig. 3, and the merid-
ional overturning in the Atlantic in Fig. 9.

Freshwater flux perturbations were added to the
ocean in different regions (see Fig. 4); starting from
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Fig. 3. Transport stream function of the
global circulation model, contoured in Sv.
Note the subtropical gyre of 35 Sv in the
South Atlantic

Fig. 4. A map of the four different regions where freshwater forc-
ing was perturbed by adding a slowly increasing flux. Global
mean salinity was conserved by an opposite perturbation in the
equatorial Pacific Fig. 5. Hysteresis response of the North Atlantic overturning to a

slowly changing freshwater forcing (at a rate of 0.05 Sv/1000 y) in
region B. Point a is the initial equilibrium state; from there the
freshwater forcing was gradually increased until the right edge of
the figure was reached, then decreased again moving through
point c towards the left edge, then increased once more through
point b. Open circles mark true equilibria as confirmed by con-
tinuing the integration with constant freshwater forcing for sev-
eral thousand years. Point b is thus the final equilibrium reached
after one (clockwise) hysteresis loop; it differs from a by the ab-
sence of Labrador Sea convection. Point c is a state with no
NADW formation and all deep water forming in the Southern
Hemisphere

zero, they were increased very slowly (at a rate of
0.05 Sv per 1000 years) to track the quasi-equilibrium
response, as discussed by Rahmstorf (1995a). If the
freshwater input is then decreased again at the same
rate, the model goes through a characteristic hysteresis
behaviour (see Rahmstorf 1995a for a detailed discus-
sion). The hysteresis response for a perturbation in re-
gion B (marked on Fig. 4) is shown in Fig. 5. The figure
shows that the NADW overturning rate declines when
the freshwater input into region B is increased (the
overturning rate is defined as the maximum of the mer-
idional stream function shown in Fig. 9; the outflow of
NADW at 30 7S varies in step with the overturning rate
in the experiments). There is a parameter region where
solutions with two somewhat different rates of NADW
formation exist for the same forcing: for the stronger
overturning rate convection in the Labrador Sea is
present, for the weaker rate it is absent. There is also a
parameter region where stable states with and without
NADW formation can exist for the same forcing. It is
interesting that a freshening of the tropical Atlantic

leads to a decrease of NADW formation. In Stommel’s
hemispheric box model, and in box models which force
separate Northern and Southern Hemisphere over-
turning cells (Thual and McWilliams 1992), the effect
of tropical freshening would be to enhance the north-
ern overturning, since it increases the equator-to-pole
density gradient. Tropical freshening in these models
has the opposite effect on NADW formation from
high-latitude freshening, while in the box model shown
in Fig. 1 it has the same effect as high-latitude freshen-
ing.
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Fig. 6. Response of the NADW circulation to a slow increase in
freshwater flux; the curves are labelled according to the region
where the flux was added, as shown in Fig. 4. The x-axis shows
the freshwater perturbation relative to the model equilibrium
corresponding to present-day flow. The dotted curve shows the
response to a flux perturbation in region A together with an op-
posite perturbation in region B; the peak near 0.25 Sv is due to
convection at 42 7N, 66 7W. (This figure corresponds to the right
half of Fig. 5; the curve labelled B is also found there.)

Table 1. Percentage of the freshwater added to a given region
which is ‘active’ in affecting NADW formation

Region
Active freshwater %

A
100

B
88

C
51

D
44

Fig. 7. Hysteresis curves of box model (dashed) and global circu-
lation model (solid). Also shown is the equilibrium curve of the
box model (dotted) with the saddle-node bifurcation point S. The
equilibrium branch below S is unconditionally unstable. The zero
point of the freshwater axis is that of the box model, since the
corresponding point is not known in the circulation model; the
vertical dotted line at 0.09 Sv marks the ‘present-day’ freshwater
flux of the latter. The arrow marks the distance of the present
climate from the bifurcation

The effect of freshwater perturbations in different
regions on the overturning rate of NADW is compared
in Fig. 6. The gradual decline of the circulation with
increased freshwater input corresponds closely to the
box model behaviour for thermally driven flow (see
later). The step-like discontinuity in the curves results
from physics not included in the box model, namely
the shutdown of convection in the Labrador Sea as
analyzed in Rahmstorf (1995a). The further north the
freshwater is added, the more effective it is in sup-
pressing NADW flow. This is consistent with the idea
that only a certain fraction of the freshwater added fur-
ther south is ‘active’ in influencing NADW formation.
Based on the assumption that 100% of the freshwater
added to region A is ‘active’, we can estimate the ‘ac-
tive’ portions in other regions (Table 1); these must be
interpreted with caution, however, since they cannot
be assumed to be constant and may depend on the
flow.

The dotted line in Fig. 6 shows an experiment where
freshwater was moved from region B to region A, cor-
responding to a change in F2 in the conceptual model
(plus a small change in F1 due to the smaller ‘active’
portion in region B). Judged by the small slope of the
smooth sections of the curve, the equilibrium NADW
flow is indeed not very sensitive to such a forcing
change, at least not through the advective mechanism

captured by the box model. Flow changes are domi-
nated instead by rearrangements of convection (Rahm-
storf 1995a): first the shut down of Labrador convec-
tion, then the start up of convection further south, and
finally the shut down of this new convection site and
the subsequent collapse of the circulation.

To demonstrate the close correspondence between
the global circulation model and the box model, their
hysteresis response to an identical freshwater forcing
cycle was determined (Fig. 7): freshwater forcing was
increased linearly at the above rate and then decreased
again to its initial value. For the comparison, we used
the lower of the two hysteresis loops shown in Fig. 5,
i.e. the global model was started from a state with no
Labrador convection (to avoid the discontinuity when
it shuts down) but with a freshwater forcing of
P0.25 Sv relative to the present-day forcing field. In
the box model, the flow constant k and the driving
temperature gradient (T2PT1) were tuned to match
the global model result. The absolute magnitude of the
flow is set by k, while the dimensionless ratio of fresh-
water forcing and flow at the bifurcation, i.e. the ratio
of ‘width’ to ‘height’ of the hysteresis loop, depends
only on (T2PT1). To obtain the match shown
kp6.0 yP1, and the driving temperature difference was
5.9 7C. This is again consistent with the idea that it is
not the equator-to-pole temperature difference which
is responsible for driving the flow, as in Stommel’s
model, but the smaller difference between formation
and outflow region of NADW.

A slight complication arises because the magnitude
of the ‘active’ freshwater forcing (F1 for the box mod-
el) is not known for the GCM. Therefore, the zero
point of the freshwater axis is that of the box model,
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and the origin of the GCM freshwater flux was chosen
so that the hysteresis curves match. The initial state of
the GCM with ‘present-day’ forcing is then located on
the dotted line, suggesting that the conveyor belt in
this model state receives a net freshwater input of
0.09 Sv during its passage through the Atlantic. (Strict-
ly speaking, the freshwater flux values for the global
model would need to be rescaled slightly, to account
for the fact that they are given in terms of the total flux
perturbation rather than ‘active’ flux, but since we esti-
mated the difference to be only 12% for region B this
was not done here.) The box model fit further suggests
that the ‘present day’ state is 0.07 Sv away from the bi-
furcation point S, beyond which NADW formation
cannot be sustained. A similar value (0.06 Sv) was
found in direct experiments with the global model
(Rahmstorf 1995a). The present-day circulation in the
global model is thus on a thermally driven branch and
close to a bifurcation, with freshwater forcing inhibit-
ing the flow. This requires that the NADW circulation
must transport freshwater southward, in spite of the
freshwater export from the Atlantic basin by the at-
mosphere. To understand this, we will take a closer
look at the freshwater budget of the circulation in the
next section.

The excellent agreement of box model and global
model suggests that the dynamics governing NADW
flow in the circulation model must be surprisingly sim-
ple; the box model simply assumes that the flow is pro-
portional to the density difference Dr (Eq. 3), follow-
ing Stommel’s (1961) original ad-hoc assumption. Oth-
er authors have argued that the flow should be propor-
tional to (Dr)2 (Cessi and Young 1992; Cessi 1994),
while scaling arguments suggest that the power law
should be (Dr)1/3 (Welander 1986; Bryan 1987; Rahm-
storf 1995c). Figure 8 shows the relationship for the
global model: it is linear over the whole flow range
from 2 Sv to 22 Sv. A linear flow law was previously
found in an idealized basin model by Hughes and
Weaver (1994).

The classical scaling argument uses the thermal
wind equation to obtain a velocity scale depending on
the density structure:

up
g

2V

D
L

Dr (6)

where V is the angular frequency of the Earth, L is a
horizontal length scale and D is the scale depth over
which density changes in the vertical. This thermocline
depth D depends on the vertical upwelling-diffusion
balance, leading to the power law of (Dr)1/3. However,
if D were independent of the NADW flow rate, we
would obtain a linear flow law. This would be consis-
tent with the assumption that NADW does not upwell
within the Atlantic basin and thus does not influence D
in the way assumed in the classical scaling argument.
As discussed earlier, our box model (Fig. 1) also re-
flects this assumption of no upwelling across the tropi-
cal thermocline. The scaling argument directly only ex-
plains a zonal flow, but because it is constrained by

Fig. 8. Dependence of NADW flow on the density difference be-
tween two boxes in the NADW formation and outflow regions in
the global circulation model. The figure shows the difference in
average densities of two latitudinal strips (the former from 50–
55 7N, the latter from 35–40 7S) at mid-depth (750 m). Similar lin-
ear relations hold also at other depths and for depth averages, as
well as for different averaging regions, though slope and offset
from the origin obviously depend on the region chosen

continental boundaries, a secondary meridional flow
arises (see Wright et al. 1995).

4 Freshwater budget of the conveyor

The reason why the direction of the freshwater trans-
port of the NADW circulation is not clear a priori is
that salinity does not decrease monotonically with
depth, as temperature does, but has a minimum in the
intermediate water at about 1 km depth. The freshwa-
ter budget of the conveyor belt therefore depends on
the relative contributions of low salinity intermediate
water and high salinity thermocline water to the north-
ward limb of the conveyor. North of the northern limit
of intermediate water at circa 20 7N, the NADW over-
turning freshwater transport can only be southward.

The situation is illustrated in Figs. 9 and 10, which
show the salinity distribution in the global model
north-south and in a section at 30 7S. Superimposed is
the flow. The tongue of intermediate water is clearly
visible at ca. 800 m depth, though somewhat less pro-
nounced in the 12-level model than in the observed 33-
level climatology (Levitus et al. 1994): at 33 7S, the sal-
inity minimum in the intermediate water is 34.46 psu in
the model (34.29 psu in the climatology), the maximum
in the core of NADW is 34.84 psu (34.93 psu). The up-
per ocean flow across 33 7S is dominated by the hori-
zontal gyre circulation with southward flow at the
western boundary and northward flow in the eastern
basin (see also Fig. 3). Combined with the strong zonal
salinity gradient near the surface, this leads to a large
freshwater import. The southward flow of NADW and
northward flow of Antarctic Bottom Water are also
visible.
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Fig. 9. Atlantic overturning
stream flinction (contoured in
Sv) for the ‘present-day’ equili-
brium of the global model, su-
perimposed on a plot of Atlan-
tic zonal-mean salinity

Fig. 10. Zonal section of merid-
ional flow (contoured in cm/s)
and salinity (colour) at 30 7S in
the global model

The resulting freshwater transport of the model is
shown in Fig. 11. For comparison, the freshwater trans-
port from the inverse model of Schiller (1995) and that
implied by the freshwater climatology of Baumgartner
and Reichel (1975) are also shown. The latter curve is
obtained by integrating surface fluxes and river runoff
southward from the arctic, and therefore has an error
that accumulates towards the south; at 35 7S it was esti-
mated as 0.6 Sv (Wijffels et al. 1992). Following
Schmitt et al. (1989), 2/3 of Amazon water was added
north of the equator and 1/3 south of the equator in
the integration. Schiller’s inverse model of the Atlan-
tic, in contrast, is tied to the observed salinity and tem-
perature distribution at 30 7S (Schiller restores temper-

ature and salinity to the climatology of Levitus 1982 at
time scales of 30–250 days, depending on depth, south
of 30 7S). It uses the adjoint method to find an optimal
model solution north of this latitude, which best agrees
with the observed surface fluxes, salinities and temper-
atures. Arguably, this method should lead to more reli-
able freshwater transport estimates than simple inte-
gration of surface fluxes; dynamics and observed ocean
salinities are used to constrain the budget, thus avoid-
ing an accumulating integration error.

The freshwater transport of the global model used
here and of Schiller’s (1995) inverse model of the At-
lantic agree well. They deviate from the Baumgartner
and Reichel (1975) data, although they remain within
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Fig. 11. Meridional freshwater transport in the Atlantic in the
global model (solid), in Schiller’s (1995) Atlantic model (dash-
dotted) and from Baumgartner and Reichel’s (1975) world water
balance (dashed). The dotted line shows the overturning compo-
nent (Eq. 6) of Schiller’s model. The data point at 30 7S was cal-
culated in a way consistent with the definition of freshwater
transport used here, using a recent hydrographic section of RV
Meteor (Holfort 1994). A Russian estimate (Dobrolyubov 1991)
gives 0.29B0.09 Sv at 32 7S

the large error margin of the latter. All three agree that
the Atlantic basin north of 30 7S is a net evaporative
basin, losing freshwater at a rate of 0.2–0.55 Sv. This
freshwater loss must be balanced in equilibrium by a
net freshwater inflow from the ocean circulation.

The balancing transport can be achieved either by
the vertical overturning associated with the conveyor
belt, or by the wind-driven circulation (Schiller con-
cludes that diffusive transports play only a minor role).
While there is no rigorous way of separating these
components, a useful working definition of the over-
turning component of freshwater transport is

FOTpP
1
S0

# v̄ S̄ dz (7)

where S̄ and v̄ are the zonally averaged salinity and in-
tegrated northward velocity (note that the net volume
transport across the section, # v̄ dz, vanishes, since the
Atlantic is closed in the north in this model). This
quantity FOT is included in Fig. 11; it is negative, i.e.
the overturning freshwater transport is southward at
all latitudes except just south of the equator, where an
Ekman cell is responsible for some northward trans-
port. The wind-driven gyre transport is thus the largest
term in the freshwater budget and balances not only
the net freshwater loss from the Atlantic basin through
the atmosphere, but also an additional freshwater ex-
port by the conveyor belt. This freshwater budget is
plausible, because the surface freshwater loss of the
Atlantic arises in the subtropical gyre of the South At-
lantic, the North Atlantic has zero freshwater loss or
may even gain freshwater (see Fig. 11). The freshwater
budget is also consistent with Fig. 7, which suggests
that the present NADW circulation in the model re-
ceives net precipitation.

Fig. 12a, b. Salinity of states c minus a of the GCM (see Fig. 5),
for the surface (top) and at 2 km depth. In the absence of NADW
formation, the Atlantic gets fresher and the other oceans saltier.
Note the fresher tongue extending out of the Atlantic in 2 km
depth; this is the region directly affected by salty NADW outflow
in the ‘present day’ equilibrium a

Further illustration of this freshwater budget can be
obtained by comparing model salinities for circulation
states with and without NADW circulation, with the
same prescribed freshwater fluxes. The salinity differ-
ence between model states a and c (marked on Fig. 5)
is shown in Figs. 12 and 13. The figures show that the
entire Atlantic gets fresher when the conveyor belt is
‘off’, consistent with the idea that the conveyor belt
acts to export freshwater from the Atlantic. As the glo-
bal salt content is constant, the other oceans get saltier.
Figure 12a is very similar to the corresponding figure
for the coupled model of Manabe and Stouffer (1988),
suggesting that the direct effect of the oceanic salt
transport dominates any changes in the atmospheric
freshwater transport occurring in the coupled model.
In our GCM there is thus no salt accumulation in the
Atlantic during times of weak NADW flow as required
for the simple ‘salt oscillator’ mechanism originally
proposed by Broecker et al. (1990a). Such an oscillator
could only work if other feedbacks lead to salt accumu-
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Fig. 13a, b. The salinity difference between states a and c in the
Atlantic shown as zonal average (top), and the zonal mean salin-
ities averaged again over the top 2 km (bottom). Also included is
the same quantity computed from the data of Levitus et al. 1994.
In the absence of NADW formation, Atlantic salinity decreases
north of 20 7S and increases south of this latitude, consistent with
a southward freshwater transport due the NADW circulation

lation, e.g. reduced run-off from continental ice sheets
during periods of weak NADW flow (Birchfield et al.
1993).

It is often stated that the saline outflow of NADW
from the Atlantic enhances the salinity of Circumpolar
Deep Water (CDW) and even the deep waters of the
Pacific and Indian Oceans. This is true if we consider
the NADW outflow in isolation, rather than as a circu-
lation system together with its upper, northward flow.
If we look at the combined effect as in Figs. 12 and 13,
we notice that although NADW is the most saline deep
water source for the present circulation, most of the
world ocean would get saltier in the absence of
NADW formation, the exception being the Atlantic
and a tongue emanating eastward from it. This is be-
cause in the GCM, the high salinity of NADW is not
created by surface forcing in the Atlantic, but is de-
rived from outside the Atlantic; the conveyor belt ent-
ers the Atlantic at 30 7S in the Benguela Current at a
higher salinity than that of NADW. Gordon et al.
(1992) have proposed that this inflow is salt-enriched
as a result of evaporation in the Indian Ocean. In the
absence of NADW formation, these saline waters

would find a more direct route into the deep water, in-
stead of travelling through the Atlantic getting diluted
along the way.

Stommel (1980) has tried to balance the mass, heat
and salt budgets north of 30 7S by a vertical overturning
motion with three water masses (mid-thermocline, in-
termediate and deep water) of given temperatures and
salinities. Balancing the Atlantic in this way required
an overturning of 92 Sv; a refined version of this model
(Piola and Gordon 1986) still required a value of 54 Sv
NADW outflow at 30 7S, rather than the observed ca.
12 Sv. The reason why these budget calculations fail is
their neglect of the heat and freshwater transport of
the wind-driven subtropical gyre in the South Atlantic,
which we have shown to be the largest term in the
freshwater budget, balancing the net evaporation of
the Atlantic basin and the conveyor’s freshwater ex-
port in the global GCM. Repeating the budget calcula-
tion with the same water masses as Piola and Gordon
(1986), but balancing only the overturning transport
components found in Schiller’s (1995) inverse model
(0.36 PW northward heat transport, 0.06 Sv southward
freshwater transport) leads to a more realistic NADW
outflow of 10.9 Sv, compensated by a northward flow
of 8.2 Sv mid-thermocline water and 2.7 Sv interme-
diate water.

5 Discussion

The response of the GCM to freshwater perturbations
at different latitudes shows that the NADW circulation
behaves as a continuous conveyor belt flow driven by a
density gradient between the North and the South At-
lantic, rather than as a superposition of more locally
driven, hemispheric overturning cells. The conceptual
model presented in Fig. 1 takes this into account and
reproduces the behaviour of the GCM remarkably well
(Fig. 7). It shows that there are three dynamical re-
gimes for the Atlantic conveyor belt: it is either ther-
mally driven, haline driven or both. Since the GCM re-
sponse to freshwater anomalies shows a saddle-node
bifurcation at a critical freshwater perturbation of
0.06 Sv and a critical NADW transport of 12 Sv
(Rahmstorf 1995a), the GCM circulation must be ther-
mally driven (i.e. on the upper solution branch in Fig.
2); the purely haline branch does not have this bifurca-
tion. The thermal driving is due to the upper ocean
temperatures being colder in the deep water formation
regions than at the outflow latitude of 30 7S. The enclo-
sure of the Atlantic by continents between 30 7S and
high northern latitudes, and the associated geographi-
cal north-south asymmetry are thus crucial to the con-
cept.

The direction of the freshwater transport associated
with the conveyor belt depends on where on the solu-
tion branch the present day circulation is located. If the
circulation is in the left half of Fig. 2, it is thermally and
haline driven, i.e. undergoes a salinity increase during
its passage through the Atlantic and transports fresh-
water northward. If it is in the right half of Fig. 2, the
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circulation transports freshwater southward. In this
case, the freshwater forcing opposes the thermal driv-
ing, and equilibria with and without NADW formation
exist.

The present-day equilibrium state of the GCM, de-
rived using observed surface temperatures, salinities
and winds, is located on the purely thermal branch, in
a flow regime inhibited by net freshwater input and not
far from Stommel’s bifurcation point (Fig. 7). It there-
fore transports freshwater southward out of the Atlan-
tic, in spite of the Atlantic being a net evaporative ba-
sin. The freshwater loss of the Atlantic due to evapora-
tion and the conveyor belt flow is balanced by a large
freshwater import in the wind-driven subtropical gyre
in the South Atlantic. In other words, the dynamic re-
gime and stability of the Atlantic conveyor belt is the
result of a complex salinity balance depending on at-
mospheric fluxes, the freshwater import by the subtro-
pical gyre and the transport by the conveyor belt itself.
It is by no means certain that a coarse-resolution GCM
reproduces this balance correctly. A GCM with a very
weak South Atlantic subtropical gyre (e.g. Maier-
Reimer et al. 1993), or a two-dimensional model with
no horizontal circulation (e.g. Stocker and Wright
1991), may reside on a rather different position in the
stability diagram. To understand the stability of the
thermohaline circulation in a particular model, a diag-
nosis of its freshwater balance is required.

The southward freshwater transport of the conveyor
in our GCM is due to its northward flow across 30 7S
occurring predominantly in the saline surface water. It
is encouraging that this freshwater balance is sup-
ported by results from Schiller’s (1995) inverse model.
However, it is at variance with the inverse calculation
of Schlitzer (1996), which requires the northward flow
to be predominantly in the fresher intermediate water,
in order to reproduce the observed low-salinity tongue.
The relative contribution of surface and intermediate
water to the northward inflow is thus still an open
question; this issue is closely linked to the debate over
the relative importance of the ‘cold water route’ and
the ‘warm water route’ for the conveyor belt (Gordon
1986; Rintoul 1991).

While the simple conceptual model of NADW flow
presented here explains much of the behaviour of the
global circulation model, the theory is not complete. It
does not deal with the transient response of the circu-
lation during rapid climate changes, it captures only
the large-scale advective feedback, not the effect of
convection changes (Rahmstorf 1994), and it applies
only north of about 30 7S, where the flow is confined
between continents. Different dynamics determine
how the deepwater loop is closed south of this latitude,
where NADW joins the Antarctic Circumpolar Cur-
rent.

The picture that emerges from this and previous
modelling studies (see the review of Rahmstorf et al.
1996) is of an Atlantic thermohaline circulation in a
precarious dynamical balance close to Stommel’s bifur-
cation point, with thermal and freshwater forcing pull-
ing in opposite directions. The stability of this circula-

tion in a changing climate is therefore a serious con-
cern; a weakening of thermal forcing or an increase in
‘active’ freshwater input could push the circulation
beyond the bifurcation. To confirm whether the mod-
els locate the thermohaline circulation in the correct
place on the stability diagram, observational studies
need to establish the exact freshwater balance at 30 7S
in the Atlantic. The challenge here is to decompose the
freshwater transport into wind-driven and ‘conveyor
belt’ components.

Appendix

The conceptual model (Eqs. 1–5) was considered for
prescribed temperatures of the boxes. In reality, tem-
peratures adjust to changes in oceanic heat transport,
leading to a feedback effect on the circulation (Rahm-
storf and Willebrand 1995). To take this into account,
we can couple the box temperatures to prescribed val-
ues through a Newtonian restoring law; the limit of
very strong coupling (short restoring time scale) is then
the case of prescribed temperatures. In addition to the
equilibrium conditions Eqs. (1–3), we get three ther-
mal balances:

m(T2PT1)pg(T1PT 1*) (8)

m(T1PT3)pg(T3PT 3*) (9)

m(T3PT2)pg(T2PT 2*) (10)

where Ti* are the restoring temperatures and g is the
thermal coupling constant. These can be combined to

T2PT1pT 2*PT 1*c
gm [T 1*cT 3*P2T 2*]P3m2(T 2*PT 1*)

g2c3gmc3m2

(11)

Assuming that the surface coupling is stronger than the
effect of oceanic heat transport, m/gP1 and we can
consider only the leading order in m/g ; this will show
the leading order of the temperature feedback effect.
Equation 11 simplifies to

T2PT1;T 2*PT 1*c
m
g

[T 1*cT 3*P2T 2*] (12)

Inserting this in Eq. 4 gives the modified equilibrium
flow condition as

31c
ka

g
(T 1*cT 3*P2T 2*)4m2

cka(T 2*PT 1*) mckbS0F1p0 (13)

This is again a quadratic equation for m, so that the
shape of the solution curve is the same as for pre-
scribed temperatures (Fig. 2), and we would have ob-
tained an equally good fit in Fig. 7 with this modified
model. In particular, the volume transport at the bifur-
cation (obtained from the condition dF1/dmp0) is

mcritp
1
2

ka(T 1*PT 2*)

1c
ka

g
(T 1*cT 3*P2T 2*)

(14)
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which is still mcritpm0/2, i.e. half the flow for zero
freshwater forcing; deviations from this only arise in
the second order in m/g.

The main effect of the temperature response is thus
to provide a negative feedback on the flow, since the
temperature difference (T1PT2), which drives the
flow, is reduced for increasing oceanic heat transport;
to first order this rescales the solution curve without
changing its shape.
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